PhD in Business / Masters by Research
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University of Limerick

The KBS offers excellent facilities, including the cutting-edge trading floor in
our custom-designed Kemmy Business School building. Scholars are located in
a bright, custom-designed facility offering a comfortable and productive work
environment.

Job Opportunities

A PhD and Masters by Research programme at KBS equips scholars with a range
of valuable transferable skills. Our graduates are highly employable in a wide
variety of careers in sectors including consultancy, public policy, academia,
professional services and a range of industries.

Scholars’ Experience

“Doing a PhD opened doors for me. It gave me a very global perspective and
allowed me do a lot of unique and interesting things that I never thought I could
have done otherwise.” Dr Meredith Storey (American), Graduated in January
2020.
“Having the opportunity to work with experts in the field and really learn from
somebody who knows the process was one of the best things for me.” Dr Ciara
Nolan (Irish), Graduated in January 2020
“People may think undertaking a PhD to be a lonely process but I am in an open
plan research space that accommodates up to 45 PhD students. We all have our
own desks and computers and more importantly each other to talk to and bounce
ideas off. We have a monthly colloquium for PhDs chaired by PhD’s”. Brendan
McCarthy (Irish), PhD Scholar.
“It was a great feeling to see my research positively
received on international shores and that pushed me to be
passionate about what I want to achieve.” Dr Jenny Benoy
(Indian), Graduated in January 2020.
“KBS has a vibrant and supportive research environment,
the research themes and clusters are great for exchanging
ideas and obtaining feedback from other researchers
and peers. An important part of doing a PhD is building
networks and long-lasting relationships. At the KBS I
found a highly motivated and multicultural group of people
that have really enhanced my PhD experience.” Mauricio
Perez Alaniz (Argentinian), PhD Scholar.

PhD in Business & Masters by Research in Business,
Kemmy Business School

The Kemmy Business School (KBS) hosts a vibrant research community of
PhD and Masters scholars working with faculty who are leaders in their fields.
Research in the KBS is carried out across a wide range of business disciplines
with significant engagement in high impact and interdisciplinary work. We
offer both full time and part time options for our PhD and Masters by Research
scholars, with applications accepted all year round. Full time PhD programmes
typically run for four years, Masters by Research for 2 years, while part time
programmes are often scheduled over longer periods.

Programme Structure

KBS offers both a structured and a traditional PhD programme alongside a Masters by Research.
The traditional PhD as well as a Masters by Research programmes centre on the completion of a
research thesis. The structured PhD adds a layer of taught modules in relevant disciplinary and
specialist areas. The structured PhD is most suited to full-time study, while the traditional model
suits either part-time or full-time scholars.
In both cases, PhD Scholars have access to a range of personal development courses, research
seminars featuring international speakers, peer colloquia and other workshops which offer the
opportunity to develop a range of key transferrable skills.
Supports are in place for students following both the structured and traditional models to
develop specific skills in academic writing or qualitative and quantitative research methods.
Funding is available annually to attend and present at conferences in Ireland and internationally.
The mix of supports is individually designed for each student in collaboration with their
supervisors.

Want to know more?

If you are interested in pursuing a Masters by Research or PhD at KBS, or would like to know
more, email KBSResearch@ul.ie or get in touch with Rebecca or Deirdre. More information on the
application process is available on www.ul.ie/business/research.
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PhD in Business & Masters by Research in Business,
Kemmy Business School

PhD scholars work in supportive, peer-based groups and with faculty in focused research areas.
Most have teams of two or more supervising faculty, creating a stimulating and intellectually rich
environment in which to work. Our PhD programme is a key element of the School’s research
culture and we encourage all our scholars to take an active role in the life of the School, and
to gain appropriate academic skills and experience during their studies. Full details of current
research in the KBS as well as specific information on faculty research areas is available on our
website: www.ul.ie/business/research.

